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Editors’ note: On 25th April 2018, the Institution of Civil Engineers hosted a SECED technical
evening talk from Dr Massimiliano Pittore of GFZ Helmholtz Centre Potsdam. Massimiliano
provided the following article presenting research activities of his group.

Abstract

Risk assessment, irrespective of the natural hazard or hazards of concern, heavily relies upon reliable knowledge about the characteristics of the built-up environment that best relate to its vulnerability. As exposure data collection represents a resource-intensive process, in most large-scale applications desk studies are carried out. Decreasing the scale of the application, for instance for city-scale or scenario-based
impact assessment, more direct information on the building stock is required. This becomes more complicated when multiple hazards need to be considered, which is in fact a fairly common situation.
The increasing quality and decreasing cost of mobile mapping technologies, combined with the flexibility of custom-made web-based collaborative platforms, allow a new paradigm in data collection and integration to be developed. On the one hand, more efficient spatial sampling approaches can be applied leading to
the better use of available resources and more actionable information to be collected, while also exploiting
ancillary data from alternative technologies such as remote sensing. On the other hand, a more transparent workflow may be established that aims at minimizing the subjectivity in the data collection process.
Furthermore, the availability of traceable and reliable ‘atomic’ observations allows a consistent spatial modelling of exposure and vulnerability information, actively contributing to a better characterisation of the underlying uncertainties. This also provides the necessary feedback for implementing dynamic and incremental models. Several activities carried out over recent years provide preliminary evidence that support such a paradigm.
Operational applications in the field of risk assessment and post-earthquake reconnaissance will be discussed.

1. Exposure and vulnerability

T

he quantitative assessment of risk arising from natural hazards such as earthquakes or floods entails
the modelling of a number of very diverse components. The hazard component, estimating the spatial extent and intensity of the adverse event (e.g., ground shaking resulting from an earthquake in a region), is relatively
well known and understood. Often at this point, the risk
processing chain mentions vulnerability, which refers to
the susceptibility of different elements (buildings, infrastructure) to damage. But where are those assets located
and what features do they exhibit? The exposure component is the one that links together hazard and vulnerability,
providing such information on the desired spatial scale.
This component, often oversimplified in the literature
whenever addressed, is de facto one of the most challenging and resource-intensive, and an underrated source of
uncertainty in the subsequent risk assessment. As a matter
of fact, the exposed assets typically refer to the built environment, i.e., man-made structures that surround our daily life (e.g., the residential building stock). And yet, so little
is known about their location, geometry, materials, and all
those structural characteristics that make them vulnerable
to natural phenomena.
Despite relevant efforts in the last decades, large-scale information on exposed assets is primarily based on strongly
aggregated data. These data are often retrieved from authoritative sources such as the housing census, which has to be
further processed in order to extract the relevant information and generate a model suitable for risk assessment (e.g.,
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Pittore et al., 2017). In other cases, the models are based on
expert elicitation and on desktop studies tapping disparate
literature sources. As a result, the data have a strong level of
spatial aggregation, which usually follows the geographical
resolution of the boundaries of related administrative areas
(e.g., district, provinces or postal codes), and a level of uncertainty that, due to the nature of the modelling process,
is very difficult to quantify.
In the next sections we will briefly retrace the evolution of our group’s research on this topic during recent
years. We will consider, for the sake of simplicity, only
earthquake-related applications, and focus on the building
stock, which reflects most of the challenges related to exposure assessment.

2. Linking scales

In order to efficiently tackle the topic of exposure modelling, it is important to stress the significance of the different spatial scales involved in the process, and their dependence on the specific application. Large-scale probabilistic
risk assessment, e.g., at country or regional scale, is usually conducted using exposure models aggregated over
given administrative boundaries. This means that all assets
within a single boundary zone are aggregated into a single accumulation point (e.g., represented by the centroid
of the zone). Although suboptimal, this approach can still
provide reasonable results if based on large catalogues of
stochastic events. On the other hand, for specific eventbased scenarios this approach will provide strongly biased
estimates, since the expected ground motion is varying
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abruptly over a relatively small spatial scale, and the location of the accumulation points will play a substantial role
in the estimation of losses.
In the latter case, a much higher spatial resolution of the
exposure model is required. This may be attained by deaggregating a coarser model using either an assumption of
uniformity (i.e., homogeneously spreading the assets over
the area of the boundary zone) or using a spatial proxy to
obtain an areal deaggregation. This process does not decrease the epistemic uncertainty of the original exposure
model but rather smears it at the cost of increased computational effort (the model increases its size much faster
than its informational content).
The question is therefore how we can improve the quality of existing exposure models, and in general, how we can
generate reliable exposure models suitable for large-scale
probabilistic risk assessment and event-based scenario assessment when insufficient information is available.
2.1 Multi-source integration
A first step in this direction comes from the large-scale modelling of land-use/land-cover and the spatial stratification
of the region under consideration using remote sensing approaches. The increasing availability of medium-resolution
multi-spectral satellite imagery (e.g., Landsat, Sentinel–2)
at global scale, free of cost and with short revisit times,
represents a very useful source of information (Figure 1).
Although the spatial resolution of this type of imagery does
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not allow the analysis of building-scale features, the rich
spectral content enables the efficient discrimination of different types of urban footprints at different times (Pittore
and Wieland, 2013; Wieland et al., 2015; 2016).
2.2 Sampling strategies
The preliminary stratification of large-scale areas using remote sensing not only provides useful information to further constrain existing models, but also lays the groundwork for in situ data collection activities aimed at directly
observing the characteristics of the exposed assets (Pittore
et al., 2017). Such activities may be carried out by skilled
engineers observing the built structures during a field mission, but this task is usually time- and resource-consuming.
In this context, additional strategies have been developed
to further improve the efficiency of direct data collection.
Tailored sampling approaches may be employed that take
advantage of available geo-information and applicationspecific constraints. The concept of focus-map (Pittore,
2015), for instance, has been developed to devise an optimised spatial sampling strategy by pooling multiple raster
layers, encoding different types of priority indicators. This
approach can be further advanced by considering the data
collection strategy (Figure 2). The use of mobile mapping,
for instance, will benefit from an optimised route defined
over the street network (Pittore and Wieland, 2013; Pittore,
2015; Wieland et al., 2015).
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Figure 1: Use of medium-resolution multispectral imaging for spatial and temporal segmentation (Pittore
and Wieland, 2013): (a) Unsupervised segmentation; (b) supervised classification; (c) change-detection; (d)
intersection.
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Figure 2: Spatial sampling optimization based on focus-maps (Pittore et al., 2015): (a) Optimised path for a
single-day survey; (b) further survey optimised based on already collected data.
2.3 Atomic observations
The aforementioned activities allow the integration of direct observations, whether inferred from remote sensing
sources or collected in situ, into area-wide models based
on indirect sources. We refer to the piece of information
collected by direct survey of a single structure as atomic
observation. Such information bits should be collected in a
consistent way across different regions and should be able
to cope with different building practices. To this purpose,
the faceted taxonomy proposed by the Global Earthquake
Model (GEM) has been employed (Brzev et al., 2013),
which has a global scope, and, through a set of 12 primary
attributes (and their subattributes), may provide a comprehensive description of a building in terms of its main
structural features.
The GEM taxonomy has been used in the development
of an integrated system for the distributed collection of
building-by-building exposure data. The system, named
RRVS (Remote Rapid Visual Screening), allows surveyors
to remotely access a web-based interface through which
they can visually inspect buildings selected according to a
specific sampling scheme (Figure 3). The system employs
web-mapping and integrates a component to display high-
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resolution omnidirectional images that have been previously collected in the field or retrieved from Google Street
View. RRVS has been successfully used over the last years
to collect thousands of atomic observations in different
countries (e.g., Pittore and Wieland, 2013; Wieland et al.,
2015; Pittore et al., 2015; Megalooikonomou et al., 2018;
Pittore et al., 2018a).
2.4 The paradox of individuality
Although many of the attributes proposed by the taxonomy are connected with the expected seismic behaviour of
the inspected structures, the taxonomic description of a
building resulting from a direct survey does not refer to an
idealised type, as in the case of a risk-oriented taxonomy
(such as, HAZUS, SYNER–G or EMS–98). On the contrary, the more rich and flexible is the means to describe
single structures, the more their specific individuality will
be highlighted by the collected data. Furthermore, given
that the survey is based on an external, visual inspection,
not all the significant attributes can be observed or reliably assigned. Therefore, the combination of missing data
and the natural variability of the building population will
increase the complexity of the atomic description. If we
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Figure 3: Web interface of the Rapid Remote Visual Screening (RRVS) system (Pittore et al., 2018a).
consider for instance a small dataset of 500 buildings inspected in France, in a relatively homogenous mostly rural
area, we observe that more than 50 unique combinations of
the 6 main attributes can be observed. This is what we refer
to as the paradox of individuality (Pittore et al., 2018a). At
first, it could appear more efficient to directly assign riskoriented classes at the inspection stage, as was mostly done
so far. This would speed up the procedure, having though
a strong drawback; the uncertainty in the assignment, very
much dependent on the skills of the surveyors and on the
environmental conditions, would be inextricably embedded in the model without having the chance to improve
this at a later stage. Also, important information about the
building itself would be lost in the process due to the simplification of the idealised classes.
2.5 Fuzzy scoring and compatibility analysis
In order to address the issue described above, and thus map
the observed taxonomic description of a given building
into one idealised type, a methodology has been proposed
based on fuzzy scoring and expert elicitation (Pittore et al,
2018a). Given a taxonomic description, a measure of compatibility of the surveyed building with respect to one or
more idealised classes is obtained, and a class can thus be
assigned if there is evidence of a satisfying compatibility
(Figure 4). The advantage is twofold:
•• Decoupling the collection of atomic observations (a
purely descriptive analysis of the built environment)
from the assignment of vulnerability classes, which
requires engineering skills and may be subject to
changes. This assignment can then be conducted at
a later offline stage, reversed or modified, and performed in a fully retraceable way.

•• Providing the means to highlight and possibly manage the epistemic uncertainty due to the discrepancy
between a real structure and a risk-oriented simplified class. For instance, if two buildings show a similar
compatibility level with a given class, one might decide to use this information to estimate the expected
uncertainty in the subsequent risk assessment (e.g.,
with a logic tree) instead of going for an immediate
assignment.

3. Evolutionary modelling and
incremental aggregation

The approaches outlined in the previous sections allow the
collection of sparse building-by-building data in the form
of risk-oriented (vulnerability) classes. This is the input for
the subsequent model generation. Two further operations
are necessary;
i. aggregate the building data over a set of pre-defined
boundaries, and;
ii. evaluate for each boundary zone the resulting exposure model in terms of the number of buildings belonging to the considered classes.
As for point (i), the use of administrative boundaries
comes naturally, especially since they correspond to the
natural aggregation level for authoritative data such as population or housing census. This solution often proves inefficient, for instance, when the spatial extent of the boundary
zones is relatively large and/or its shape strongly irregular.
The use of regular grids with higher spatial resolution may
provide a better solution but the complexity of the model
will grow nonlinearly and it is likely that the amount of
individual data available for aggregation within a single
grid element will be very small. An innovative solution is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Example of a building class assignment through fuzzy compatibility score (Pittore et al., 2018a): (a)
Compatibility scores of the considered building with respect to the EMS–98 taxonomy; (b) compatibility scores
with respect to a set of custom vulnerability classes.
currently underway based on the use of variable-resolution
tessellations, which allow for a smart aggregation of observations, and provide an efficient solution for the areal
deaggregation of coarse models (Pittore et al., 2018b).
As for point (ii), we note that often the individual observations cover usually only a small fraction of the actual
building stock (as expected with statistical sampling) and
are sparse in order to obtain an unbiased estimation. The
information carried by these data has to be generalised to
the aggregation boundaries they belong to. Furthermore,
other exposure models resulting from top–down modelling approaches (e.g., from authoritative data or expert
elicitation) could be already existing and should be considered. To consistently tackle this point, we have been suggesting the use of Bayesian updating and the application of
an incremental approach to exposure modelling (Pittore et
al., 2018b). This allows us to both effectively integrate top–
down and bottom–up approaches, and to make a first step
towards a more comprehensive consideration of epistemic
uncertainty in the exposure and vulnerability models and
the subsequent risk assessment.

4. Extension to multi-hazard/
multi-risk applications

Most of the previous considerations apply to the multi-hazard case too. The faceted taxonomic description employed
so far mainly for earthquake vulnerability assessment is de
facto largely hazard-independent, and may be extended to
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cover further structural and non-structural attributes that
are instrumental in assigning vulnerability classes for different hazards (e.g., flood). Most of the approaches and
methodologies may be therefore naturally used in a multirisk application. This is particularly important if we consider the burden usually associated with in situ data collection; the development of multi-exposure models would
allow to achieve economy of scale by collecting multi-purpose information that can be later mapped in different exposure models according to the specific application.

5. Application to earthquake reconnaissance

Several of the methodologies and approaches mentioned
above have been also recently employed to promptly collect damage data and estimate macroseismic intensity after
an earthquake. A modified version of the RRVS platform,
called RRDA (Rapid Remote Damage Assessment) has
been developed, enabling operators to remotely visualise
omnidirectional images of the built environment affected
by the earthquake, and collect building-by-building data
on the observed damage and vulnerability of structures. A
Bayesian updating methodology implementing the original specification of the European Macroseismic Scale (i.e.,
EMS–98) has been proposed (Figure 5) to obtain a probabilistic estimate of the macroseismic intensity at the ‘locality’ level (Pittore et al., 2018c). The results show that unsupervised estimation of macroseismic intensity based on
individual damage observation is possible, and this may
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Figure 5: Unsupervised estimation of macroseismic intensity (EMS–98) for localities where remote damage
assessment was undertaken. The figure represents the case of uninformative (flat) prior and Bayesian
estimation (Pittore et al., 2018c).
open the way to rapid reconnaissance applications being
deployed in the field and used to integrate and complement more standard data collection activities.

6. Conclusions

The following conclusive remarks can be made:
•• Individual (atomic) quality observations ensure consistency and long-term sustainability to exposure
models.
•• Faceted taxonomies provide flexible and (largely)
hazard-independent support in describing the built
environment.
•• Careful and smart spatial sampling, driven by multisource integration of geo-information, is the key to
efficient and reliable in situ data collection.
•• Distributed collaborative data collection can efficiently integrate direct inspection to structures.
•• Advanced spatial aggregation and Bayesian updating
allow for incremental, evolutionary exposure (and
vulnerability) models.
•• Pre-event vulnerability assessment and post-event
damage mapping and reconnaissance are converging,
and may eventually be conducted with a large overlap
of methodologies and tools, with a significant added value in terms of format harmonisation, process
traceability and scientific / technical consistency.
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Editors’ note: On 23rd May 2018, Manuela Daví (Jacobs), member of the SECED Young Members’
Subcommittee, presented her work during the second event organised by the SECED Young
Members’ Group. The event was on the Seismic Hazard Assessment for Nuclear Facilities and was
hosted at Jacobs’ Hammersmith office. The following article is a summary of Manuela’s talk.

Quality Assurance in the Verification of
PSHA Calculations for Safety-Critical Facilities
Manuela Daví

Jacobs, London, UK

I

n a regulatory environment, such as for nuclear facilities, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) has
to address onerous and time-consuming hazard calculations in order to capture the centre, body and range
of the predicted ground motion levels at a site. To capture
the full range of epistemic uncertainties in the modelling of
the seismic hazard, the alternative elements of the seismic
source and ground motion models are combined within a
logic tree framework, resulting in a significant number of
hazard calculation runs required to cover all the logic tree
branches. Confidence in the estimated levels of ground motions is achieved by demonstrating robustness in the technical justifications behind the alternatives assumed for the
development of the hazard model, and by eliminating potential sources of error in the implementation of the model
in the hazard calculations. The focus of this article is on
the implementation of a cost-effective Quality Assurance
process with a view to verifying PSHA calculations and
achieving the level of regulatory assurance required for
such safety-critical facilities.
We present the case of the PSHA undertaken as part of the
safety case justification for the Hinkley Point C newbuild
nuclear power plant, on behalf of EDF Nuclear New Build
(NNB) Generation Company. The PSHA study successfully passed the scrutiny of the Office for Nuclear Regulation.
The approach was developed on the basis of international best practice, following the spirit of the Senior Hazard
Analysis Committee (SSHAC) Level 2 requirements while
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incorporating in a more flexible way the key features of the
SSHAC Level 3 process (Kammerer and Ake, 2012), and it
can be considered as such an ‘enhanced SSHAC Level 2’
strategy. A detailed overview of the Hinkley Point C study
is given in Tromans et al. (2018) and Aldama-Bustos et al.
(2018). The Quality Assurance process was implemented
at various stages of the PSHA; the main elements were
the establishment of a participatory Peer Review Team
and elicitation with Subject Experts from the start of the
project, the development of a thorough documentation
and reporting system, and the implementation of an effective approach for the verification of the seismic hazard calculations. The process is schematically illustrated in Figure
1 and described in the following.
To ensure procedural and technical best practice are applied throughout the project, we engaged with an independent Peer Review Team, formed by seismic hazard experts of
international standing. The review team participated in all
the key stages of the process by teleconference or in person
at project presentation workshops, providing feedback on
technical and procedural issues, and ensuring high quality
of the work. Furthermore, to capture the full breadth of
technically defensible interpretations throughout the various critical decisions of the project, we involved a group
of recognised experts, i.e., Subject Experts, selected from a
wider community than the Technical Delivery Team (TDT)
across the key technical disciplines. The process involved
the identification and the subsequent selection of suitable
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Figure 1: Elements of PSHA contributing to the Quality Assurance implemented by CH2M–JACOBS for the
Hinkley Point C study.
Subject Experts in conjunction with the Peer Review Team,
following an interview. Subject Experts contributed to one
or more technical aspects of the delivery process (e.g., seismo-tectonics, site characterisation, ground motion modelling) without being a part of the TDT or having an ownership stake in the model developed.
We formally documented in a transparent manner the
interactions of the TDT with the Peer Review Team and the
Subject Experts, through the adoption of a thorough documentation system reporting the key decisions and technical justifications made at all stages of the development of
the hazard model. A hierarchical structure was adopted to
report the various technical elements of the PSHA, facilitating a phased delivery and review of the PSHA inputs and
results, which contributed towards a timely delivery of the
project. As part of this documentation protocol, we developed ‘white papers’ as a means to obtain approval in principle from the Peer Review Team on particularly innovative
methods or approaches, and we produced a Hazard Input
Document with the objective of presenting to the hazard
analyst in a succinct, clear and unambiguous manner the
inputs required for the performance and verification of the
hazard calculations following best practice (Kammerer and
Ake, 2012).
For the verification of the PSHA calculations we adopted
a two-stage process; the first involved the validation of the
selected seismic hazard software codes, followed by the verification of the hazard calculations by means of crosschecking. We validated two software packages, i.e., CRISIS2015
(Ordaz et al., 2015), the main hazard code used by the
in-house seismic hazard team, and OpenQuake Engine
(Pagani et al., 2014), the crosschecking software used by
the code developers at the Global Earthquake Model foundation. We carried out the numerical validation of both

codes by means of a benchmarking exercise against simple
and not project-specific test cases developed by Thomas et
al. (2010) to test basic software modelling features. We extended this benchmarking exercise by including additional
test cases to test more sophisticated tools (e.g., logic tree,
disaggregation, etc.) in order to achieve confidence in the
performance of the software packages.
Once confidence in the reliability of the software was
achieved, we carried out crosschecking calculations between CRISIS2015 and OpenQuake in order to verify the
correct implementation of the seismic source and ground
motion models’ logic trees and the input parameters. Due
to the large number of runs typically involved (e.g., more
than 800,000 in the case of Hinkley Point C), we identified a sub-set of branches of the final hazard calculations,
selected to span the range of alternatives represented in
the logic tree and test every input parameter at least once,
following the approach proposed by Bommer et al. (2013).
The two independent teams carried out the hazard calculations in parallel using a common Hazard Input Document
and the results were compared by an external third party.
Whenever substantial differences arose, the underlying
cause was investigated until results could be reconciled.
The development of an effective Hazard Input Document
aided quick convergence of the crosschecking calculations,
and the smart selection of the sub-set of branches contributed to a reduction of analysis time and costs by avoiding
unnecessary runs. We obtained satisfactory differences,
lower than those observed in similar exercises (Thomas et
al., 2010), typically within 1–2% and in no case exceeding
5%, providing us with the confidence that PSHA calculations were carried out in an error-free manner and that
seismic source and ground motion models were correctly
implemented.
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The Hinkley Point C PSHA Quality Assurance process
embraced various elements, from the interactions with the
Peer Review Team and Subject Experts to the development
of a through documentation system and the verification
of the PSHA calculations. All these elements contributed
to achieving the level of regulatory assurance needed for
safety-critical facilities in the UK. Additionally, the implementation of the specific Quality Assurance process briefly
described herein, provided a cost-effective methodology
in ensuring confidence in the PSHA results, and was key
to the delivery of high-quality outputs/deliverables while
contributing to the timely delivery of the project.
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Editors’ note: On 30th May 2018, Dr Vasiliki Tsaparli (Ørsted), member of the SECED Young Members’
Subcommittee, presented her work during the SECED evening meeting at the Institution of Civil Engineers.
Her talk forms part of the SECED Young Members’ Group ‘Snapshot initiative’, where young members deliver
short presentations prior to the main lecture. The following article is a summary of her presentation.

Liquefaction Modelling:
Predicting the Field Response
Vasiliki (Vasia) Tsaparli

Ørsted, London, UK (formerly Imperial College London)

S

oil liquefaction presents one of the greatest hazards
related to seismic activity, however, due to its complexity and the erratic nature of earthquakes, it is
still accounted for in design through field-based simplified empirical procedures developed only from evidence
of surface manifestation of liquefaction (Youd et al., 2001).
Recent studies have shown that the simplified liquefaction
procedure underperformed for a number of sites during
the Mw 6.2 seismic event in Christchurch, New Zealand,
that occurred on 22 February 2011 (Wotherspoon et al.,
2015). The event was the most catastrophic amongst a sequence of earthquakes that shook Christchurch between
September 2010 and June 2011, with extensive liquefaction
resulting in 185 fatalities and unparalleled damage to buildings, bridges, infrastructure and lifelines (Cubrinovski et
al., 2011; Tasiopoulou et al., 2011).
The above highlight the need to assess the performance
of advanced constitutive models for liquefaction under
realistic field conditions. This is of profound importance
since validation of such models is often performed by reproducing model testing, for example, on the centrifuge
(e.g., Andrianopoulos et al., 2010; Taborda, 2011), as adequate data for the model parameters requiring calibration rarely exists. The abundance of recorded ground surface motions during the Christchurch event as well as of
site-specific testing that has become available (Arefi, 2014;
Taylor, 2015; EQC and MBIE, 2016), present a unique opportunity for such a validation.
In this study, hydromechanically-coupled plane-strain
nonlinear elasto-plastic finite element (FE) analyses were
carried out to simulate the recorded ground motion and
the liquefaction manifestation at a strong motion station
(SMS) in central Christchurch during the February event.
Analyses were performed with the Imperial College Finite
Element Program (ICFEP) (Potts and Zdravković, 1999).
The selection of the SMS to be modelled in the FE analyses
was based on (i) a relatively uniform sand profile extending to the interface with the deep gravel horizon in order
to simplify as much as possible the problem analysed, (ii)

long-distance conditions from a free face to exclude the
possibility of lateral spreading and the presence of initial
shear stresses that can alter the cyclic strength, and (iii) evidence of cyclic mobility in the horizontal components of
ground acceleration, and evidence of ground surface manifestation of liquefaction (e.g., sediment ejecta, settlements).
Boreholes and field measurements (EQC and MBIE, 2016)
along with appropriate CPT-based correlations were used
to infer the soil stratigraphy, the small-strain stiffness
and the relative density, Dr, profile. The permeability and
earth-pressure coefficient at rest, as well as the plasticity
index, overconsolidation ratio and porosity of the clayey/
silty units, were also derived from appropriate correlations
found in the literature.
To specify the input ground motion at the base of the
modelled deposit, the motion recorded at a SMS sitting on
engineering bedrock (Vs,30 greater than 760 m/s) was deconvolved down to bedrock level, located at a depth of 6 m.
To account in addition for the wave attenuation due to the
different site-to-source distances of the convolution and
deconvolution stations, the deconvolved motion was scaled
based on a New Zealand-specific ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) (Bradley, 2010). Figure 1 presents
the result of the deconvolution process of the east–west
horizontal record. This was scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 4.7 m/s2, i.e., the median prediction based on the
utilised GMPE. The final motion was applied at the base of
the FE model.
To model the mechanical behaviour of sand, an advanced
two-surface bounding surface plasticity model (BSPM),
which can reproduce most of the significant features of sand
behaviour under cyclic loading and realistically model liquefaction (Papadimitriou and Bouckovalas, 2002; Taborda,
2011; Taborda et al., 2014), was calibrated based on available
site-specific laboratory data on Christchurch sands (Arefi,
2014; Taylor, 2015). Modifications to the flow rule, and to the
tensor representing the evolution of soil fabric, as described
in Tsaparli (2017), were utilised to ensure an accurate simulation of cyclic strength and overburden effects as well as
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Figure 1: Original (outcrop) and deconvolved (a) ground acceleration, and (b) Fourier spectrum (i.e., Fourier
amplitude, FA, versus frequency, f ).

Figure 2: BSPM performance in cyclic triaxial conditions for the Christchurch sands – Cyclic Resistance Ratio
(CRR) versus number of cycles to liquefaction, N (q is the triaxial deviatoric stress).
improved post-unloading compliance following a dilative
response. Figure 2 depicts the performance of the modified
model in terms of cyclic strength for the Christchurch sand
under investigation, at a relative density of 70% and a postconsolidation mean effective stress level, p'0, of 90 kPa; the
alterations to the flow rule result in a very good match of
the numerical to the laboratory data throughout the range
of applied cyclic stress ratios (Tsaparli, 2017). Additionally,
a simpler cyclic nonlinear model (Taborda et al., 2016) was
calibrated based on stiffness degradation and damping
variation curves found in the literature (Darendeli, 2001)
to model the non-liquefiable silty/clayey strata present underneath the modelled SMS. Hydro-mechanical coupling
was used to properly account for any drainage taking place
during the dynamic analysis. The hydraulic regime in the
FE model, representing a soil column extending to the interface with the deep gravel horizon, was defined through
(i) restricting the flow at the bottom due to the presence of
a low permeability clayey layer at the base, (ii) imposing
a zero change in pore water pressure at the top boundary,
and (iii) tying the pore water pressure degrees of freedom
at the lateral nodes to ensure one-dimensional flow and
drainage through the ground surface.
Figure 3 compares the computed horizontal ground
surface acceleration and Fourier spectrum with those
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corresponding to the ground motion recorded at the modelled station during the February event. Significant soil
nonlinearity and stiffness degradation take place from the
early stages of loading, as implied by the high frequency
attenuation and period elongation. The triggering of liquefaction is predicted through FE analysis at about 8.7 s,
as inferred from the amplitude drop in the ground acceleration. This is in good agreement with the recorded motion where a similar drop can be observed at about 8 s.
Acceleration spikes, characteristic of transient strain hardening during the cyclic mobility phase, are present at later
stages. Furthermore, there is a good match of the computed ground surface response to the recorded one; this is
particularly evident in the Fourier spectra across the entire
frequency content. Notably, the highest peak at 0.732 Hz
is accurately captured both in terms of frequency and amplitude. The computed accelerogram, however, appears to
lack the high frequency spikes that appear in the recorded
one between 4.5 and 7 s. The presence of heavy objects in
the vicinity of the seismograph (Tasiopoulou et al., 2011) as
well as differences in bedrock acceleration could be potential reasons for these discrepancies.
The remarkable agreement of the computed results with
the recorded data validates the use of an advanced constitutive model in predicting the field response despite the
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Figure 3: Ground surface (a) acceleration, and (b) Fourier spectrum for computed and recorded data at the
modelled station.
number of uncertainties involved (i.e., soil properties, input
ground motion, model parameters lacking physical meaning, model calibration based on laboratory element testing,
etc.). More details of this study can be found in Tsaparli
et al. (2017a) and Tsaparli (2017). The latter extends these
findings to vertical and bidirectional ground motion analyses in order to further validate the findings presented in
Tsaparli et al. (2016; 2017b; 2018) against field data.
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A report from the 16th
European Conference on Earthquake Engineering
18–21 June 2018, Thessaloniki, Greece
Andreas Nielsen
Atkins, Glasgow, UK

A

s the host city for the 16th European Conference
on Earthquake Engineering, Thessaloniki did not
disappoint. The city has endured more than its fair
share of misfortunes; a great fire in 1917 destroyed most of
the city centre, heavy bombardment during World War II
again brought devastation to the city, and recently the Greek
financial crisis has had a severe impact on the livelihoods
and prospects of the city’s inhabitants. Notwithstanding
the recent hardships, I sensed that the local people take
great pride in their city, and they are very hospitable. The
city centre contains a surprising variety of stylish shops,
and the culinary standards are high. The food served at
the conference was a world away from the tired business
lunches we endure in Britain.
Peter Fajfar delivered the opening lecture of the conference. In the initial part of his lecture, Fajfar presented the
outcome of a blind prediction contest in which 41 teams
from 14 countries had participated. The challenge given
to each team was to predict the response of a simple reinforced concrete bridge column with a large mass on top.
All properties of the bridge column were known from the
outset, as were the ground motions used to shake the structure. The predictions submitted by the teams were characterised by significant scatter and bias relative to the actual
response recorded in shake-table testing. As Fajfar noted
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Figure 1: Conference poster (© 16ECEE).
(Fajfar, 2018), even a “simple check, e.g. with the response
spectrum approach applied for a single-degree-of-system
system, would indicate that the results were nonsensical”.
Thus, Fajfar illustrated the dangers of becoming too reliant
on advanced, but potentially misleading, computer simulations.
Fajfar went on to describe how early code provisions had assumed that static, linear, and deterministic
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Figure 2: Thessaloniki Waterfront, extending from the conference venue (photo shooting position) to the city
centre (central background), the port and the northwestern part of the city (background on the left).
analysis approaches would be adequate for design purposes. However, the true response under strong earthquake excitation is dynamic, nonlinear and stochastic in nature. The
dynamic and nonlinear characteristics are now addressed
in modern codes, but the third – the probabilistic aspect –
has yet to be addressed (apart from the probabilistic nature
of certain ground motion parameters such as PGA). Fajfar
noted that engineers are unfamiliar with probabilistic
methods and are hesitant to use them; nevertheless, he observed, some form of risk-based design with probabilistic
calibration of various factors such as the behaviour factor
q in Eurocode 8 seems inevitable and is already work-inprogress.
The opening lecture was followed by many excellent keynote lectures and many oral presentations of varying quality. The preponderance of nonlinear time history analysis
or nonlinear pushover analysis was a striking trend – perhaps a worrying trend considering the scattered outcome
of the prediction contest mentioned earlier – however, in
many cases the numerical results were validated by tests. In
the presentations I attended, only one presenter made use
of the response spectrum method, and no one mentioned
the equivalent static method.

In between the keynote lectures, I focussed on the structural sessions. The organisers had scheduled six sessions on
reinforced concrete (RC) structures and only three on steel
structures, which perhaps reflects the fact that around 70%
(from memory) of all new buildings in Greece, Turkey and
Italy are RC structures. However, having attended four sessions on reinforced concrete design and analysis, I confess
that the many displays of hysteretic force–displacement
curves began to feel wearisome.
What is needed, I thought, is not so much another test on
an RC specimen, but rather a concerted effort to develop a
unified theory and design method for this challenging material. An attempt to formulate a unified theory for typical
RC buildings within the framework of displacement-based
design (DBD) was presented by Michael N. Fardis in his
keynote lecture (Fardis, 2018). The DBD method has matured since it was first proposed by Moehle and Priestley in
the early 90’s, and the method will be included as an alternative to force-based design in the forthcoming revision of
Eurocode 8. Notwithstanding these recent developments,
Fardis felt that a more promising avenue would be to explore the potential of energy-based design, and he identified various research needs in that area.

Figure 3: The conference venue, Thessaloniki Concert
Hall.

Figure 4: Gala dinner at the Nautical Club of
Thessaloniki. In the foreground, Tasos Batilas (left)
and Andrew Thomson (right) of Atkins.
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I left Thessaloniki feeling both tired and energised. Tired
from attending so many interesting lectures and events in
such a short space of time, and energised from the many
new ideas and impressions. I am now looking forward to
the SECED conference in Greenwich next year, and I hope
we – the SECED organising team – can produce a similarly
successful event.
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Notable Earthquakes May 2018 – August 2018
Reported by British Geological Survey

Issued by: Davie Galloway, British Geological Survey, October 2018.
Non British Earthquake Data supplied by: United States Geological Survey.

Time
Year Day Mon UTC

Dep Magnitude
Lat

Lon

km

ML

Mb

Mw Location

2018 01 MAY 06:15 55.89N 5.58W
8
2.5
ORMSARY, ARGYLL & BUTE
Felt Tarbert, Clachan, Achahoish, Ardrishaig, Tayvallich, Colintraive, Kilmelford, Whitehouse, Inverneil, Dunoon and on the Isle of Gigha (3 EMS).
2018 02 MAY 22:59 56.23N 5.23W
4
2.1
EREDINE, ARGYLL & BUTE
Felt Inveraray, Inverneil, Kilmelford, Furnace, Ardrishaig, Clachan Seil, Ford, Dalavich, Kilchrenan and Lochgilphead (3 EMS).
2018 04 MAY 22:32 19.32N 155.00W 6
6.9 HAWAII
Felt throughout the Hawaiian archipelago. Many homes and buildings damaged and several landslides reported on Big Island, Hawaii. A major eruption of the shield volcano, Kilauea, occurred at the same time.
2018 10 MAY 22:08 55.88N 5.42W
7
1.6
TARBERT, ARGYLL & BUTE
Felt Tarbert, Stronachullin and Inverneil (3 EMS).
2018 23 MAY 06:09 61.58N 3.20E
10 2.5
NORTHERN NORTH SEA
2018 30 MAY 09:22 57.11N 5.19W
7
1.8
GLEN SHIEL, HIGHLAND
2018 30 MAY 09:23 57.11N 5.21W
7
2.4
GLEN SHIEL, HIGHLAND
2018 05 JUN 18:40 41.53N 46.79E 22
5.3 AZERBAIJAN
One person killed and at least 30 others injured in the regions of Qakh and Zaqatala.
2018 05 JUN 21:19 54.05N 2.54W
9
1.9
LOWGILL, LANCASHIRE
Felt Clapham (2 EMS).
2018 06 JUN 17:58 54.61N 1.53W 17 1.8
NEWTON AYCLIFFE, DURHAM
2018 09 JUN 22:14 53.65N 0.06W 19 3.8
GRIMSBY, NE LINCOLNSHIRE
Over 700 reports, via a BGS online macroseismic questionnaire, of the earthquake being felt in NE Lincolnshire, North Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire, Kingston-Upon-Hull, East Riding of Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, South
Yorkshire, North Yorkshire, York, Rutland, Leicestershire, Peterborough, Nottinghamshire and Norfolk (4 EMS).
2018 14 JUN 23:53 56.52N 6.25W
7
1.5
MULL, ARGYLL & BUTE
2018 17 JUN 22:58 34.83N 135.64E 10
5.5 HONSHU, JAPAN
Five people killed, at least 400 others injured and over 6,700 buildings damaged in Hyogo, Kyoto, Nara and
Osaka prefectures.
2018 27 JUN 12:28 51.15N 0.24W
1
2.6
NEWDIGATE, SURREY
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Felt Newdigate, Charlwood and Dorking, Surrey and in Crawley, West Sussex (3 EMS).
2018 29

JUN 05:54

51.18N 0.26W

1

2.4

NEWDIGATE, SURREY

Felt Newdigate, Charlwood and Dorking, Surrey and in Crawley, West Sussex (3 EMS).
2018 05

JUL

10:53

51.16N 0.25W

1

3.0

NEWDIGATE, SURREY

Over 800 reports, via a BGS online macroseismic questionnaire, of the earthquake being felt. The majority
of the reports received were from residents in Newdigate, Charlwood, Horley and Dorking, Surrey and from
Crawley and Horsham, West Sussex (4EMS).
2018 10 JUL 16:03 51.17N 0.23W
1
1.9
NEWDIGATE, SURREY
Felt Newdigate and Charlwood, Surrey (3 EMS).
2018 11

JUL

10:11

54.69N 1.25W

8

2.3

HARTLEPOOL, CO DURHAM

2018 18

JUL

03:59

51.16N 0.25W

1

1.9

NEWDIGATE, SURREY

Felt Newdigate, Charlwood, Capel and Dorking, Surrey and Horsham, West Sussex (3 EMS).
2018 18

JUL

13:33

51.16N 0.24W

1

2.4

NEWDIGATE, SURREY

Felt Newdigate, Charlwood, Capel, Leigh and surrounding villages and hamlets in Surrey and in Crawley, Rusper and Lambs Green, West Sussex (4 EMS).
2018 18 JUL 21:59 53.13N 4.40W 12 1.1
CAERNARFON BAY
Felt Caernarfon, Talysarn, Llanfaelog and Cwm-y-glo, Gwynedd (3 EMS).
2018 25

JUL

03:26

59.13N 11.51W

10

2.2

NORTH ATLANTIC

2018 27

JUL

03:58

52.17N 2.14W

7

1.5

SUCKLEY, WORCESTERSHIRE

2018 28

JUL

22:47

8.24S

14

116.51E

6.4

LOMBOK, INDONESIA

At least 20 people killed, over 400 others injured, hundreds of buildings damaged or destroyed and several
landslides occurred on the island. It was also reported that a temple collapsed in Kabupaten Karangasem, on
the nearby island of Bali.
2018 29 JUL 00:03 55.80N 6.37W
4
1.7
ISLAY, ARGYLL & BUTE
2018 02

AUG 17:42

52.61N 0.45E

4

2.7

DOWNHAM MARKET, NORFOLK

Felt Downham Market, Swaffham, King’s Lynn, Wisbech, Thetford, Norfolk, and in Brandon, Suffolk and Spalding, Lincolnshire (3 EMS).
2018 04 AUG 02:56 52.70N 0.71W
3
1.8
OAKHAM, RUTLAND
Felt Oakham and Langham, Rutland (3 EMS).
2018 05

AUG 11:46

8.26S

116.44E

34

6.9

LOMBOK, INDONESIA

At least 563 people killed, more than 7,000 injured and around 75,000 buildings and homes were either damaged or destroyed, leaving over 431,000 people homeless in the region. Several bridges collapsed, power
outages occurred and a small tsunami was recorded on Lombok. Damage estimated at $US341 million.
2018 15 AUG 21:56 51.42N 178.03W 33
6.5 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
2018 17

AUG 15:35

7.37S

119.80E 529

6.5

FLORES SEA

2018 19

AUG 00:19

18.11S 178.15W 600

8.2

FIJI ISLANDS REGION

2018 19

AUG 14:56

8.32S

6.9

LOMBOK, INDONESIA

116.63E

21

At least eleven people killed and over 1,800 homes damaged in the region.
2018 21

AUG 21:31

10.77N 62.90W 146

7.3

VENEZUELA

6.5

VANUATU

One person injured and minor damage at Cumana, Sucre.
2018 21

AUG 22:32

16.03S 168.14E

9

One person injured and several buildings damaged on Pentecost.
2018 24

AUG 09:04

11.04S 70.83E

600

7.1

PERU
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2018 25 AUG 22:13 34.61N 46.24E 10
6.9 IRAN/IRAQ BORDER
At least three people killed, 243 others injured and over 100 houses damaged or destroyed in Kermanshah
province.
2018 26 AUG 21:59 58.24N 1.19E
8
2.3
CENTRAL NORTH SEA
2018 28 AUG 04:59 54.42N 0.88W 32 2.8
FRYUP, NORTH YORKSHIRE
2018 29 AUG 03:51 22.03S 170.13E 21
7.1 LOYALTY ISLANDS
2018 30 AUG 22:34 55.97N 4.77W 11 2.4
FIRTH OF CLYDE
The BGS received around 60 reports, via online macroseismic questionnaires, of the earthquake being felt,
with the majority of reports coming from Greenock, Gourock and Port Glasgow, Inverclyde and Helensburgh,
Kilcreggan and Dunoon, Argyll & Bute (3 EMS).

Forthcoming Events
Evening Lectures
EEFIT-TDMRC reconnaissance mission to the 2018 Sulawesi earthquake and tsunami
EEFIT Indonesia Mission Team
17 December 2018 (5:30 pm) at the
Willis Tower Watson Building, London

Synopsis

On the 28th September 2018 at 17:02 local time, an earthquake of magnitude 7.5 hit Indonesia, with epicentre located 78 km north of the city of Palu on Sulawesi Island.
The earthquake ground shaking triggered four substantial
landslides and several instances of liquefaction and land
subsidence. Furthermore, a localised tsunami was triggered in Palu bay. These hazards caused damage to over
70,000 properties and the deaths of at least 2256 people.
The UK Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation Team
(EEFIT) and Indonesian Tsunami and Disaster Mitigation
Research Centre (TDMRC) conducted a joint reconnaissance mission to areas affected by the earthquake between
the 17th and 23rd November 2018. The aims of the mission

Observed damage on Sulawesi Island, Indonesia
(© EEFIT)
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were to gather field data that would help shed light on the
multiple hazards affecting Palu, to conduct detailed surveys of damage to buildings and infrastructure from these
hazards, and to document some of the community impacts
of the hazards. This lecture will provide an overview of the
EEFIT Mission observations and preliminary findings,
fresh from the field.

Further information

The talk will be from 5:30 to 7:00 pm with tea and coffee
served from 5:30 pm. The lecture is free to attend but registration is necessary (see Willis Towers Watson).
S
E
S E C E D
E
D

Seismic Hazard and Design –
The Revised ONR Guidelines
Richard Fowler

30 January 2019 (6:00 pm) at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, London

Synopsis

The impetus that has been injected into the UK’s newbuild
nuclear programme has brought about a renewed focus
on seismic hazard and design. The diversity of potential
newbuild investors to the UK scene has also brought with
it a truly international audience keen to know how regulation in this area will be undertaken and what Relevant
Good Practice in this area is seen by the UK regulator to
be. These and other factors highlighted the need for the
Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR) to review and substantially revise its existing Technical Assessment Guide
(TAG) 13 for External Hazards as a whole, and of particular relevance here, the guidance to its inspectors pertaining to seismic hazards. In undertaking this revision,
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the document structure of the new TAG 13 guidance has
been changed to reflect the dominating external hazards,
with technical annexes providing guidance to inspectors
on seismic, coastal flooding and meteorological hazards.
These are now each supported by reference panel papers
authored by ONR’s Expert Panel on Natural Hazards. Of
relevance to this presentation are the TAG 13–Annex 1 document and its supporting Reference Panel paper available
at www.onr.org.uk.
The intent of this presentation is to provide an overview
of the Annex 1 document highlighting the key areas that
have benefitted from greater detail and clarity. The presentation will focus mainly on seismic hazard and the definition of an appropriate seismic design basis; however, it will
also touch on other related areas such as capable faulting
and aspects of seismic design. The presentation will conclude by highlighting areas of future development where
the guidance is expected to improve in future revisions.

effect cannot always be accurately predicted by using the
available codes and guidance. On behalf of National Grid,
Mott MacDonald Special Services undertook a research
project to develop nonlinear dynamic analysis as a tool to
more accurately assess the structural capacity of substation
support structures under short circuit loading. A methodology was developed based on finite element analysis that
allows simulation of short circuit faults within substations.
This evening lecture will present the finite element
methodology developed by Mott MacDonald to capture
the dynamic behaviour of the substation equipment and
structures under short circuit dynamic loading, and how it
has been used and refined in a wide variety of geometries,
conductor types and scenarios, some of which will be presented. The lecture will also present some of the modelling
approach used to idealise the dynamic properties of the
equipment and structures.

Richard Fowler (ONR)

Juan is a Chartered Senior Engineer with significant experience in the field of finite elements and advanced analysis,
and has led and supported a very wide range of complex
structural analysis projects including structural dynamics.
Examples include advanced modelling of electrical substation arrangements subject to short circuit faults, blast analysis of structures, seismic analysis of dams and transient
dynamic analyses of track slab structures.

Richard is an Earthquake Engineer working for the Office
of Nuclear Regulation as a Nuclear Safety Inspector within
the Civil Engineering and External Hazards specialism. He
has been with ONR since 2013 and has been working within the nuclear industry since 2006. He is currently leading the ONR assessment of seismic hazard work for newbuild projects and was responsible for the development of
the TAG 13 Annex 1 guidance document and supporting
Reference Panel paper.

Further information

This evening meeting is organised by SECED and chaired
by Andrew Mair (Jacobs). Non-members of the society are
welcome to attend. Attendance at this meeting is free. Seats
are allocated on a first come, first served basis. Tea and biscuits will be served from 5:30 to 6:00 pm.
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Synopsis

Shock Response of Civil Structures
Caused by Short-Circuit Events
Juan Trueba and Giovanna Caracciolo
27 February 2019 (6:00 pm) at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, London

Short circuit faults happening inside electrical substations
can induce strong dynamic effects on the high-voltage
equipment and on the supporting structures the conductors are attached to. This may compromise the structural
integrity of all the elements connected. The response to this

Juan Trueba (Mott MacDonald)

Giovanna Caracciolo (Mott MacDonald)

Giovanna is a Principal Engineer, chartered with the
IStructE and ICE and has experience working over a broad
range of engineering fields including building, wind and
offshore engineering, and structural dynamics. This has involved mainly working as a technical specialist delivering
projects or complex parts of projects. She has, for example, developed structural dynamics and vibration assessments for a wide range of structures such as footbridges
and long-span floor slabs subjected to pedestrian dynamic
loads, and carried out assessments of dynamic properties
of high-voltage equipment and supporting structures to
be implemented within finite element models of complex
substations.

Further information

This evening meeting is organised by SECED and chaired
by Ming Tan (Mott MacDonald). Non-members of the society are welcome to attend. Attendance at this meeting is
free. Seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.
Tea and biscuits will be served from 5:30 to 6:00 pm.

For up-to-date details and further information on events organised by SECED,
visit the SECED website or contact Shelly-Ann Russell (020 7665 2147, societyevents@ice.org.uk)
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Conference
Earthquake risk and engineering
towards a resilient world

9–10 September 2019 in Greenwich, London
Chair: Prof. Tiziana Rossetto

Overview

The SECED 2019 Conference will be a 2-day conference on
Earthquake and Civil Engineering Dynamics taking place
on 9–10 September 2019 in Greenwich, London. This is the
first major conference to be held in the UK on this topic
since the SECED 2015 Conference.
The conference will bring together experts from a broad
range of disciplines, including structural engineering, nuclear engineering, seismology, geology, geotechnical engineering, urban development, social sciences, business and
insurance; all focused on risk, mitigation and recovery.
The conference will take place in the modern facilities
of the University of Greenwich (Stockwell Street Library
building), with the conference dinner held in the Painted
Hall of the Old Royal Naval College.
Please visit the SECED 2019 Conference website for
further and updated information on conference keynote
speakers, sessions, registration fees, key dates, sponsorships and conference committees.

Keynote speakers

•• Prof. Sinan Akkar, Boğaziçi University, Kandilli
Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute, Turkey
•• Prof. Ioannis Anastasopoulos, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
•• Prof. Jack Baker, Stanford University, USA
•• Prof. Eleni Chatzi, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
•• Prof. Dina D’Ayala, University College London, UK
•• Prof. Ahmed Elghazouli, Imperial College London, UK
•• Zygmunt Lubkowski, Arup, UK
•• Mark Lunn, Horizon Nuclear Power, UK

Conference sessions
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Blast, impact and vibration
Catastrophe risk modelling for earthquakes
Design for nuclear facilities
Earthquake disaster risk reduction, reconnaissance and
recovery
Earthquake fragility and vulnerability
Earthquake-triggered hazards and their impact
Geotechnical earthquake engineering
Induced seismicity
Infrastructure system resilience
Risk assessment in developing countries
Seismic assessment and retrofitting
Seismic design and analysis
Seismic hazard and engineering seismology
Seismic protective devices
Soil–structure interaction
Vibration serviceability

Key dates
University of Greenwich, Stockwell Street Library
(© University of Greenwich)

Old Royal Naval College
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••
••
••
••

Abstract submission closes: 17 December 2018
Abstract decisions issued: 31 December 2018
Paper submission opens: 1 March 2019
Paper submission closes: 23 April 2019

The Painted Hall (© University of Greenwich)
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Registration fees

Discounted rates 1

Standard rates 2

Full (2 days) 3

Day 4

Full (2 days) 3

Day 4

Member

£440.00

£220.00

£485.00

£245.00

Non member

£485.00

£245.00

£550.00

£275.00

Student / retiree

£275.00

£140.00

£325.00

£165.00

Conference dinner ticket

£130.00

£130.00

1. Discounted rates apply for registration on or before 24th May 2019.
2. The standard rates apply for registration after 24th May 2019.
3. The full rate includes one conference dinner ticket. Additional dinner tickets can be purchased for guests and
accompanying family members.
4. The day rate excludes a conference dinner ticket.
Registration is expected to open during December 2018.
Visit the Registration webpage for information on cancellation and substitution policies.

Registration

The full registration fee includes:
•• 2-day conference sessions (9 & 10 September 2019)
•• Conference bag including printed programme and USB
proceedings
•• Coffee breaks & light lunches
•• One conference dinner ticket
•• Paper submission (no additional cost for submission of
one or more papers)

The SECED 2019 Conference is sponsored by:

The day registration fee includes:
•• 1-day conference sessions (9 or 10 September 2019)
•• Conference bag including printed programme and USB
proceedings
•• Coffee breaks & light lunch on selected day
•• Paper submission (no additional cost for submission of
one or more papers)

Sponsorship and exhibition packages

The SECED 2019 Conference will bring together experts
from a broad range of disciplines. More than 300 delegates
from academia and industry are expected to attend the
conference. Sponsorship opportunities and exhibition spaces are available. For more information and full terms and
conditions, please contact seced@outsourcedevents.com.

Organisers

The SECED 2019 Conference is enabled by the Organising
Committee and Outsourced Events.

SECED Copyright Notice
This Newsletter is Copyright © 2018 Society for Earthquake and Civil Engineering Dynamics (SECED). Distribution and communication to the public are permitted free of charge, provided this notice remains intact.
This newsletter is supported by membership fees. More information about individual and corporate memberships can be
found online.
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